New Generation Re-circulatory Fume Cupboard

Mobiline
During the development process we have applied computer fluid dynamic modelling along with an analysis of other re-circulatory fume cupboards being supplied into schools and colleges across the country. The result is a new mobile fume cupboard utilising a highly efficient activated carbon filter which absorbs chemicals prior to the safe re-release back into the immediate environment.

Our fume cupboard has been designed to perform in compliance with Building Bulletin 88 (Revision of DN29) for general schools and college fume cupboards and independently meets the re-circulation specific BS7989:2001.

Mobiline is a new generation re-circulatory fume cupboard which we have developed based on over 40 years experience of manufacturing and installing conventional ducted fume cupboards into schools, universities, healthcare, R&D and a wide range of commercial laboratories.
Re-circulatory fume cupboards are becoming increasingly popular in schools and colleges, because of their flexibility.

The Mobiline can be used in different locations within the same classroom and an idea for shared between classrooms. This makes it a much lower cost option for schools with limited budgets and the circumstances where venting to outside atmosphere is impractical.

Filter replacement

When the filter needs replacing, simply call us. We will advise of the replacement cost, our technician will be sent to the area and retrieve the old filter, dispose of it in line with our environmental policy and replace with a new filter.

The filter life span depends on usage, but can generally be expected to last for 5 years.
Features and Benefits

- Vertical sliding sash (front viewing window) provides better protection for technicians, students and teachers than door openings.
- Unique torsion spring control for the sash which eliminates the safety risk associated with cable failure on conventional sash controls.
- Easy to remove and replace activated carbon filter, fitted on the top of the unit which purges the chamber efficiently and prevents the build up of heavier than air fumes when the unit has been turned off.
- High level filter draws fumes away from the operator in seating area.
- All round clear viewing panels, including the back baffle for ease of demonstration and group activity.
- Rear baffle to purge the workshop effectively and quickly if air fumes exist from the operator and in the direction of the filter.
- Upper front bypass aids fume purging by balancing the air input and reducing turbulence in the chamber.
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- Unique sash stop which can be overridden for loading the chamber, but which automatically re-engages to restrict sash movement upwards to the operational height when being used.
- Supplied with remote control gas, water supply so that operators do not have to reach into the chamber to activate. Electrical socket outlets installed outside the chamber.
• Energy efficient interior LED strip lights.
• Supplied with an under bench storage cabinet.
• Supplied with lockable castors for safe, easy movement and to prevent accidental movement when not in use.
• Tough durable construction designed specifically for the rigours of the daily classroom environment and exposure to chemicals for a minimum 25 years.
• Supplied with self-closing, quick release service couplings and reinforced flexible supply lines for water, gas, waste and electricity. The Mobiline is also supplied with a restraining anchor for connection to a docking point.
• Alarm and control panel with on/off activation, audible and visual alarm for fan/air fail.
• Services docking point – can be fixed anywhere in the room where mains services plug-in points are available, e.g. against a wall, in a teacher’s demonstration bench or in a centrally located student workstation. It is often the case that the Mobiline can be stored in a convenient place within a lab and then wheeled to a docking point for connecting to services elsewhere in the room for flexibility and ease of demonstration.
• Smart, modern, ergonomic design to help create a contemporary science learning environment.
• Maintenance free, other than periodic filter replacement and servicing of utility controls.
A Turnkey Package

At S+B we work with you to provide the ideas, solution and final outcome completely free of charge and obligation. From initial consultation of designs, including CAD and 3D drawings, allowing you to view the solution before manufacture.

S+B provide the answer - stripping out and removal of old furniture, reinstatement of mechanical and electrical services – supplying and fitment of new flooring, suspended ceilings, lighting, interactive whiteboards, decoration and installation of new furniture.

From a single space to a complete refurbishment, we create design that works.

S+B Full Product Range

Furniture For Learning
The experience gained over 40 years servicing all market sectors has given S+B a project management capability which is second to none. S+B specialise in design led development, manufacture and installation of schools furniture systems for Science, Design, Control, Information and Food Technology as well as cross curricula general classroom furniture.

Fume Cupboards & Lab Furniture
S+B have over 40 years experience in the design, manufacture and installation of high specification modular and bespoke fume cupboards and lab furniture for Pharmaceutical R&D, Healthcare, Higher Education, Food & Beverages, Utilities and industry.

Visit our website for more details and alternative designs - www.splusb.co.uk

Designed and Manufactured at our factory in Manchester.